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Looking back upon our years as a nation, on our greatest triumphs, our heartbreaks, and
all the lessons we’ve learned, there is one quality of America which can’t be denied or ignored:
the strength and promise of the American spirit, an indescribable dream of hope. Taking root
before we achieved our freedom from England, once this “liberty tree” began to grow, its roots
ran deeper and deeper, until nothing could uproot the undying spirit.
The life of John Peter Zenger exemplifies this spirit. Zenger worked to establish freedom
of the press in the colonies, beginning in New York, where he published a weekly journal calling
for the birth of a new nation. Jailed for what the Crown deemed seditious sentiments, Zenger
continued to publish the journal, undaunted.
Published in 1776, Thomas Paine’s Common Sense and the words forever immortalized
in its pages, led the American spirit to spread like wildfire. As the pamphlet drifted through the
camps of the bedraggled Continental Army, it inspired thousands to continue fighting for the
idea of a free America, and it encouraged thousands more to enlist in some form. Men and
women, so determined to attain their freedom, gave their lives so further generations could be
free. We don’t know all their names, and we never will. They didn’t give their lives for fame, but
for a cause greater than themselves.
This sense of duty has never been conveyed in such a poignant, heartrending manner as
when our nation was torn in two by the Civil War. Thousands of Americans answered the call for
volunteers to “stitch” the Union together again. Men and boys like Franklin Lewis of the 145th
Pennsylvania Volunteers, aware of the great risk placed before them valiantly declared, “I will
go and do what I can.” It was the uncrushable, eternal patriotism encompassed by the American
spirit that led eighteen-year-old Horatio Lewis, to write home after the Union’s gruesome loss at
the Battle of Chancellorsville, insisting, “I am not discouraged yet,” and, “Our government shall
be maintained at whatever cost.” When he died two months later from wounds received during
the Battle of Gettysburg, he became, like so many other young Americans, a symbol of eternal
youth and the power of the American spirit. They knew the risks of enlistment, but their devotion
to their country, mixed with a sense of duty, compelled them into action.
It was this spirit which led women to heed the call to arms in every war fought by
American citizens. Before they were legally allowed to enlist in the armed forces, women like
Deborah Sampson and Sarah Emma Edmonds cut their hair and fought alongside men, braving
the unspeakable hardships. Others worked as nurses, caring for the sick and dying, offering them
comfort in their final moments. These women lived with the same emotional scars as the men
they fought beside. Their sacrifices often went unnoticed, nevertheless, these women fought on,
for their families and for their country. It was this spirit which inspired Abigail Adams to
beseech her husband to “remember the ladies.” It was this spirit which furthered the women’s
rights movement and continues to do so.
When we experienced trials greater than any our forebears had ever imagined, the
American spirit was there to guide us through. When our people were devastated by the ravages
of World War II and Vietnam, or the 1918 Spanish Flu epidemic which killed so many, the
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American spirit was all we had, and all we needed. This spirit has brought comfort to the
millions affected by the wars we’ve fought in; to the mothers, the fathers, the sisters, the
brothers, the wives, the husbands, and the children who have lost a loved one in those horrific
conflicts. Declaring our resilience, we banded together and grew stronger than ever before. We
honored those we lost and kept them in our hearts as we strode forward in our lives. With this
spirit singing in our hearts, we lay wreaths upon the graves of our fallen each December for
Wreaths Across America. With this soothing spirit dancing in our souls we honor our dead each
May as we place red poppies beside their gravestones and pin them to our shoulders to remember
their sacrifice. As this spirit abides within, we continue to revere our veterans for the terrible
sights they saw, and for the horrors they endured, all for their country.
This country has been made a beacon of hope in a world so devastated by darkness, due
to the American spirit. It was this hope that beckoned to the Irish, calling them to a bright new
world, when a potato famine unlike any the world had ever seen devastated their country. This
light, in all its brilliance, continues to call immigrants to America, making it a symbol of
everlasting freedom and unparalleled opportunity. This light, this soundness of spirit, is what
fuels the American Dream.
The spirit of America, which continues to thrive, is not something that can be clearly
defined, because it means something different to each American. To some, it means courage and
justice. To others, it means remembrance and sacrifice. To all, it means we are Americans, united
as one.

